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ABSTRACT
We present Cumulon, a system designed to help users rapidly develop and intelligently deploy matrix-based big-data analysis programs in the cloud. Cumulon features a flexible execution model
and new operators especially suited for such workloads. We show
how to implement Cumulon on top of Hadoop/HDFS while avoiding limitations of MapReduce, and demonstrate Cumulon’s performance advantages over existing Hadoop-based systems for statistical data analysis. To support intelligent deployment in the cloud according to time/budget constraints, Cumulon goes beyond databasestyle optimization to make choices automatically on not only physical operators and their parameters, but also hardware provisioning and configuration settings. We apply a suite of benchmarking,
simulation, modeling, and search techniques to support effective
cost-based optimization over this rich space of deployment plans.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—Statistical databases
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Introduction

“Big data” are growing in volume and diversity at an explosive rate.
Data analysis has become increasingly sophisticated and statistical.
In many situations, simple database reporting queries are no longer
sufficient for deriving insights from high-dimensional and noisy
datasets. There are also more people interested in analyzing data
than ever before. They are not limited to HPC (High-Performance
Computing) centers or big Internet companies; instead, they range
from statisticians to biologists, social scientists, and journalists,
many of whom have little computing expertise (or access thereto).
The rise of the cloud in recent years presents an interesting opportunity for big-data analytics. There are many successful private
clouds (e.g., used by large Internet companies), public cloud ser∗This work is supported by NSF grants 0916027, 0917062, 0964560, and a
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Machine
type
m1.small
c1.median
m1.large
c1.xlarge
m1.xlarge

CPU
cores
1
2
2
8
4

Memory
(GB)
1.7
1.7
7.5
7.0
15.0

Cost
($/hour)
0.065
0.165
0.260
0.660
0.520

Table 1: A sample of machine types available from Amazon EC2.
vice providers (e.g., Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud, or EC2),
as well as software for the cloud (e.g., Apache Hadoop). Users
can “rent” a variety of computing options instantaneously from the
cloud, pay only for their use according to clear price tags (e.g.,
Table 1), and avoid hardware acquisition and maintenance costs.
Users also benefit from simpler programming models (the most
prominent example being MapReduce [7], which Hadoop implements) and a wealth of tools, some of which have started to target machine learning and statistical computing—Apache Mahout,
Greenplum/MADlib [5, 10], HAMA [19], RHIPE [9], Ricardo [6],
Haloop [3], SystemML [8], ScalOps [1], just to name a few.
Despite these advantages, it remains frustratingly difficult for
most users to use the cloud for any non-trivial statistical analysis
of big data—especially when the analysis is novel or ad hoc, and
there is no existing program or library already highly tuned for the
problem, platform, and budget at hand. First, developing efficient
statistical analysis programs require a great deal of expertise and
effort. Popular cloud programming platforms, such as Hadoop, require users to code and think in low-level, platform-specific ways,
and, in many cases, resort to extensive manual tuning to achieve
acceptable performance. Second, deploying such programs in the
cloud is hard. Users are faced with a maddening array of choices,
ranging from hardware provisioning (e.g., type and number of machines to request on Amazon EC2), configuration (e.g., number
of map and reduce slots in Hadoop), to implementation alternatives and execution parameters. Some of these choices, as we shall
demonstrate through experiments later in this paper, can be critical
to meeting deadlines and staying within budget. However, current
systems offer little help to users in making such choices.
Our Contributions In this paper we present Cumulon, an end-toend solution that simplifies both the development and deployment
of matrix-based statistical computing programs in the cloud.
When developing such programs, users of Cumulon will be able
to think and code in a natural way using the familiar language of
linear algebra. A lot of statistical data analysis (or computationally expensive components thereof) can be succinctly written in the
matrix notation and with basic operations such as multiply, add,
transpose, etc. Here are two examples that we will revisit later:
• Singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix has extensive
applications in statistical analysis. In the randomized algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Simplified pseudocode for PLSI. Here, ◦ denotes
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element-wise multiply and ◦/ denotes element-wise divide.
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of [18] for computing an approximate SVD, the first (and most
expensive) step involves a series of matrix multiplies. Specifically, given an m × n input matrix A, this step uses an l × m
randomly generated matrix G whose entries are i.i.d. Gaussian
random variables of zero mean and unit variance, and computes
G × (A × A| )k × A. Typically, l is much smaller than m and
n, and k is small (say 5). We refer to this step as RSVD-1.
• A popular method in information retrieval and text mining is
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [13]. The algorithm can be conveniently written in the matrix notation with
just a few lines, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Cumulon allows users to rapidly develop in this R-like language,
without having to learn MapReduce or SQL, or to worry about how
to map data and computation onto specific hardware and platforms.
When deploying statistical data analysis programs in a cloud,
users of Cumulon will be presented with best “deployment plans”
meeting their requirements, along with information that is actually
useful in making decisions—in terms of completion time and monetary cost. For instance, given a target completion time, Cumulon
can suggest the best plan on Amazon EC2 that minimizes the expected monetary cost. This plan encodes choices of not only implementation alternatives and execution parameters, but also cluster provisioning and configuration settings. For example, Figure 1
shows, for various Amazon EC2 machine types under different
time constraints, the cost of best deployment plans for RSVD-1,
the critical step of the randomized SVD algorithm discussed earlier.
Figures like this one show a clear tradeoff between completion time
and cost, as well as relative cost-effectiveness of various machine
types for the given program, making it easier for users to make
informed decisions. Cumulon generates this figure automatically
by building cost models and performing cost-based optimization in
the space of possible deployment plans. In general, across different machine types and as time constraint varies, the optimal cluster
size, configuration, and execution parameters vary; choosing them
by hand would have been tedious and difficult.
We make a number of technical contributions in this paper:
1) We show that MapReduce is a poor fit for matrix-based analysis. We adopt a simplified parallel execution model that is more
efficient, flexible, and easier for automatic optimization. Instead of
building completely new storage and execution engines, we show
how to implement Cumulon on top of HDFS and Hadoop, in a way
that departs significantly from the MapReduce model. This novel
strategy offers large savings over more “traditional” uses of Hadoop
for matrix operations, such as SystemML [8].
2) Thanks to Cumulon’s focus on matrix-based data analysis, we
can model programs not as black boxes, but as plans consisting of
a set of commonly used physical operators. Cumulon’s simple yet
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Cost ($)

Data: O: m × n sparse word-document matrix, where m is the
vocabulary size and n is the number of documents;
k: number of latent topics (much less than m and n).
Result: B: n × k dense document-topic matrix;
C: m × k dense word-topic matrix;
E: k × k diagonal matrix representing topic frequencies.
initialize B, C, E;
repeat
F ← O ◦/ (C × E × B| );
E0 ← E ◦ (C| × F × B);
C0 ← (C × (I ◦/ E0 )) ◦ (F × B × E);
B0 ← (B × (I ◦/ E0 )) ◦ (F| × C × E);
B, C, E ← B0 , C0 , E0 ;
until termination condition;
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Figure 1: Costs of the optimal deployment plans for RSVD-1 (with l =
2k, m = 200k, n = 200k, k = 5) using different machine types under
different time constraints. Curves are predicted; costs of actual runs for
sample data points are shown for comparison.
flexible execution model enables us to develop a specialized set of
operators with predictable computation and network I/O patterns.
We also introduce new operators. For example, “masked matrix
multiply” captures an efficient execution strategy involving interacting sparse and dense matrix operations, which has previously
only been possible with manual low-level coding.
3) Building on our understanding of Cumulon’s physical operators, we show how to obtain good cost estimates for matrix-based
programs in a cloud by benchmarking, simulation, and modeling.
Various sources of performance uncertainty in the cloud makes cost
estimation particularly challenging. We show how to cope with the
variance among the speeds of individual tasks (threads of parallel
execution) and account for the behavior of the task scheduler when
predicting overall completion time.
4) We demonstrate the benefit of considering a bigger deployment plan space that encodes the choices of not only physical operators and their execution parameters, but also hardware provisioning and configuration settings. Experiments show that, without jointly optimizing these choices, one can get far inferior plans.
While Cumulon currently assumes homogeneous clusters, it considers deployment plans that switches clusters dynamically between
steps; we give examples where such plans make sense.
5) We devise efficient strategies for searching through this much
bigger plan space, by exploiting the properties and common characteristics of our programs for pruning and prioritization. Cumulon can optimize fairly complex programs (such as PLSI, which
involves 16 operators) in a reasonable time (under one minute for
PLSI) on a desktop with moderate hardware.
6) Hadoop-based Cumulon inherits important features of Hadoop
such as failure handling, and is able to leverage the vibrant Hadoop
ecosystem. While targeting matrix operations, Cumulon can support programs that also contain traditional, non-matrix Hadoop jobs.
For example, we will demonstrate a complete text analytics program consisting of both downloading and preprocessing of documents (to build input matrices) and matrix-based PLSI (Algorithm 1). At the same time, Cumulon is not tied to Hadoop; because of its generic execution model, Cumulon can be extended to
multiple storage/execution engines in the future.
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System Overview and Road Map

We begin with an overview of how Cumulon turns a program into
an optimized form ready for deployment in the cloud.
Logical Plan and Rewrites Cumulon first converts the program
into a logical plan, which consists of logical operators corresponding to standard matrix operations, e.g., matrix transpose, add, multiply, element-wise multiply, power, etc. Then, Cumulon conducts
a series of rule-based logical plan rewrites to obtain “generally bet-
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Figure 2: Two physical plan templates for A × B + C. In (b), the output
from Mul, {T}, is a list of matrices whose sum is A × B.

ter” logical plans. Such rewrites consider input data characteristics
(e.g., matrix sizes and sparsity) and apply linear algebra equivalences to reduce computation or I/O, or increase parallelism.
For example, consider again the expression G×(A×A| )k ×A
in RSVD-1 from Section 1. The original logical plan raises A×A|
to the k-th power, which repeatedly multiplies large m × m matrices. However, a better approach (when l and k are small) would be
to use associativity of matrix multiply to rewrite the logical plan as:
((· · · ((G ×A) × A| ) × · · · × A) × A| ) ×A,
{z
}
|
2k multiplies

which involves repeatedly multiplying a matrix with only l rows by
another matrix, which is much cheaper.
Physical Operators and Plan Templates For each logical plan,
Cumulon translates it into one or more physical plan templates,
each representing a parallel execution strategy for the program. A
physical plan template represents a workflow of jobs, where each
job is in turn a DAG (directed acyclic graph) of physical operators.
We will provide more details on these concepts in Section 3. For
now, think of a job as a unit of work that is executed in a dataparallel fashion, where each thread of execution, or task, runs an
instance of the physical operator DAG in a pipelined fashion over
a different input split. The translation procedure attempts to group
operators into as few jobs as possible, but if doing so causes one
job to contain multiple resource-hungry physical operators, alternatives will be generated. Also note that one logical operator may
be translated into one or more physical operators, and sometimes
one physical operator may implement multiple logical operators.1
For example, Figure 2 shows two possible physical plan templates for A×B+C. The first one (a) has one job while the second
one (b) has two. The reason why two jobs might be preferable will
become apparent when we discuss in Section 3 how Cumulon implements matrix multiply in detail. Roughly speaking, the physical
operator Mul only multiples submatrices from A and B. In general, to complete A × B, these results need to be further grouped
and aggregated; in Figure 2b, Add performs this aggregation (as
well as addition with C) in a separate job. On the other hand, Figure 2a applies in the special case where submatrices multiplied by
Mul include complete rows from A and complete columns from
B; no further aggregation is needed and Add can perform addition
with C in the same job as Mul.
Deployment Plan Note that a physical plan template does not
completely specify how to execute the program in the cloud. A
complete specification, which we call a deployment plan, is a tuple
hL, O, P, Qi, where:
• L is a physical plan template.
• O represents parameters settings for all physical operators in
L. For example, for the Mul operator in Figure 2b, we need to
specify the sizes of the submatrices multiplied in each task.
1 We

will not discuss logical plan rewrites and translation into physical plan
templates further: because of space constraints, they are not the focus of
this paper. Their solutions are orthogonal from and should readily work
with the techniques in this paper.

• P represents hardware provisioning settings, e.g., what machine
type and how many machines to reserve on Amazon EC2. In
general, such settings may change during the course of execution; for example, when a program shifts from an I/O-intensive
stage to a computation-intensive stage, we may want to switch
to fewer machines with more powerful CPUs.
• Q represents configuration settings. For example, for a Hadoopbased implementation of Cumulon, we need to specify the number of map/reduce “slots” per machine. In general, these setting
can also change during the course of execution.
Given a physical plan template L and user requirements (e.g.,
minimizing monetary cost while capping completion time), Cumulon performs cost-based optimization to find a deployment plan
based on L that satisfies the user requirements. Cumulon then carries out the deployment plan in the cloud. Cumulon will monitor
the execution, and alert the user if it detects deviation from the assumptions made or guarantees offered by the optimization.
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Storage and Execution

As MapReduce has been the prevalent model for data-parallel programming in the cloud, a natural question is whether we can build
our support for matrix-based data analysis on this model. Before
presenting our approach for Cumulon in Section 3.2, we first show,
in Section 3.1, why MapReduce is a poor fit for this type of programs. In Section 3.2, after describing Cumulon’s storage and execution models, we sample a couple of interesting physical operators
designed for matrices, and show how to implement Cumulon conveniently on top of Hadoop (without adhering to MapReduce).

3.1

Why not MapReduce

A MapReduce job consists of a map phase followed by a reduce
phase. The map phase partitions the input (modeled as key-value
pairs) disjointly across multiple map tasks for parallel processing.
For the reduce phase, the intermediate output data from the map
tasks are grouped by their keys and shuffled over the network to
be processed by multiple reduce tasks. Each group of intermediate
output is processed by the same reduce task to produce final output.
Implementing efficient matrix-based computation within the confines of MapReduce is awkward. In general, in a parallel matrix operation, each task may request specific subsets of input data items.
Assignment of input to map tasks in MapReduce can be controlled
to some extent by representing input in different ways (such that all
data needed by a task is packed as one key-value pair), or with custom input splitting supported by some implementations of MapReduce (e.g., Hadoop). However, such control is still limited in supporting the general data access patterns of matrix operations.
In particular, map tasks in MapReduce are supposed to receive
disjoint partitions of input, but for many matrix operations, one
input data item may be needed by multiple tasks. A workaround
in MapReduce is for mappers to read in the input items, replicate
them—one copy for each reduce task that needs it, and then shuffle
them to reduce tasks. The map phase thus does nothing but to make
extra copies of data, which could have been avoided completely if
map tasks are allowed to receive overlapping subsets of input.
Next, we illustrate the limitation of MapReduce using a concrete
example of matrix multiply, and discuss the inefficiency in existing
MapReduce-based implementations.
Example: Matrix Multiply Consider multiplying two big matrices A (of size m × l) and B (of size l × n). Let C denote the
result (of size m×n). On a high level, virtually all efficient parallel
matrix multiply algorithms work by dividing input into submatrices: A into fm × fl submatrices, each with size m/fm × l/fl , and
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within a task. Shaded portions are kept in memory. B + C using the physical plan template of Figure 2b.
B into fl × fn submatrices, each with size l/fl × n/fn . We call
fm , fl , and fn split factors. The output will consist of fm × fn
submatrices. Let M(i,j) denote the submatrix of M at position
(i, j). The output submatrix at position (i, j) is then computed as
Pfl
C(i,j) = k=1
A(i,k) × B(k,j) . Computation typically proceeds
in two steps: first, pairs of submatrices from A and B are multiplied in parallel; second, the results of the multiplies are grouped
(by the output submatrix position they contribute to) and summed.
Note that if fl = 1, the second step is not needed.
Indeed, matrix multiply is an example where one input submatrix
may be needed by multiple tasks in the first step (unless fm =
fn = 1, a special case that we will discuss later). If we adhere to
MapReduce, we have to use the map phase to replicate the input
submatrices and shuffle them to the reduce phase to be multiplied.
Next, if fl 6= 1, we need a second MapReduce job to perform the
required summation, adding even more overhead. SystemML [8]
takes this approach (called RMM there), but to avoid the second
MapReduce job, it requires fl = 1 (see Figure 3 for illustration).
However, SystemML’s RMM turns out to be suboptimal on many
accounts. First, the map phase performs no useful computation; input replication and shuffling are just expensive workarounds to allow reduce tasks to access data they need. Second, fl = 1 severely
limits the choice of execution strategies: it basically amounts to
multiplying rows of A with columns of B. It is well known in the
literature on out-of-core linear algebra [21] that such an aspect ratio
is suboptimal for matrix multiply (assuming sufficiently large m, l,
and n). The number of element multiplications per task in this case
is only linear in the number of input elements per task; in contrast,
using square submatrices of size k × k, for example, would yield
k3 multiplications per 2k2 input elements. Since the total number
of element multiplications across all tasks is fixed (m × l × n),
strategies that require fewer input elements for the same number of
multiplications have lower I/O. We will experimentally confirm the
suboptimality of SystemML’s RMM strategy in Section 6.1.
In the other special case of fm = fn = 1, we basically multiply
columns of A with rows of B: each submatrix multiply generates
a matrix of the same size as the final output C, and these matrices
simply need to be added to produce C. Note that in this case the
submatrix multiply tasks work on disjoint input data, though each
task needs to draw a specific pair of submatrices from A and B. If
we relax the MapReduce model to allow custom input splitting, it
would be possible to use a map phase to perform all submatrix multiplies, and a reduce phase to perform the final add. However, under
a “pure” MapReduce model, we would need one full MapReduce
job for the submatrix multiplies and another one for the add: the
map phase in both jobs serves the sole purpose of routing appropriate data to reduce tasks, which still incurs considerable overhead.
This two-job strategy for fm = fn = 1 is called CPMM in SystemML [8]. RMM and CPMM together are the two matrix multiply
strategies supported by SystemML.
HAMA [19] supports arbitrary split factors for matrix multiply.

It assumes that input has already been preprocessed for a MapReduce job such that each map task receives the two submatrices to
be multiplied as one input data item. The result submatrices are
then shuffled to reduce tasks to be added. Thus, HAMA carries out
all computation in a matrix multiply in a single MapReduce job.
However, the preprocessing step would still take another MapReduce job to replicate the input submatrices.

3.2

The Cumulon Approach

Having seen how the pure MapReduce model is not suitable for matrix operations, we now turn to a simpler but more flexible model.
Storage Since Cumulon targets matrix-based computation, it provides an abstraction for distributed storage of matrices. Matrices
are stored and accessed by tiles. A tile is a submatrix of fixed (but
configurable) dimension. Cumulon’s execution model guarantees
that, at any given time, a tile has either multiple concurrent readers,
or one single writer.
Tile size is chosen to be large enough to amortize the overhead
of storage and access, and to enable effective compression. However, they should not be so big that they limit execution options
(e.g., split factors in matrix multiply). See Section 6 for the default setting in experiments. Within a tile, elements are stored in
column-major order. Both sparse and dense formats are supported:
the sparse format enumerates indices and values of non-zero elements, while the dense format simply stores all values.
Jobs and Tasks A Cumulon program executes as a workflow of
jobs. A job reads a number of input matrices and writes a number of
output matrices; input and output matrices must be disjoint. Dependencies among jobs are implied by dependent accesses to the same
matrices. Dependent jobs execute in serial order. Each job executes
as multiple independent tasks that do not communicate with each
other. All tasks within the job run identical code, but read different
(possibly overlapping) parts of the input matrices (input splits), and
write disjoint parts of output matrices (output splits). Hence, this
execution model can be seen as a restricted variant of the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [22] where data are only communicated
through the global, distributed storage in the unit of tiles.
It is worth noting that tiles do not correspond to input/output
splits. A task may work on input/output splits that each consist of
multiple tiles. Also, unlike MapReduce, input splits do not need to
be disjoint across tasks, and a task can read its input split and write
its output split anytime during its execution.
Slots and Waves Available hardware is configured into a number
of slots, each of which can be used to execute one task at a time. A
scheduler assigns tasks to slots. If a job consists of more tasks than
slots, it may take multiple waves to finish. Each wave consists of
a number of concurrently executing tasks no more than the number
of slots. There may not be a clear boundary between waves, as a
slot can be assigned another task in the same job immediately after
the current task completes. However, as stated earlier, dependent
jobs do not start until the current job is completely done.

Physical Plan Templates and Operators As defined in Section 2,
a deployment plan completely specifies how to execute a Cumulon
program. The physical plan template component (L) of the deployment plan specifies a workflow of jobs, where each job is a DAG
of physical operators. Each physical operator has a list of parameters, whose settings (by the O component in the deployment plan)
control their execution behavior. During job execution, each task
executes an instance of the DAG. Similar to database query execution, the physical operators execute in a pipelined fashion through
an iterator-based interface. To reduce the overhead of element-wise
data passing, the unit of data passing among iterators is a tile (when
appropriate). Physical operators can read and write tiles in the input
and output splits (respectively) assigned to their tasks.
Example Recall the two physical plan templates for A × B + C
in Figure 2. Here we fill in more details. The Mul physical operator
has split factors fm , fl , and fn as its parameters (they are not the
only ones; more discussion will follow shortly): set by O, they
control the dimensions of two submatrices being multiplied. Mul
reads these submatrices directly from distributed storage.
The physical plan template in Figure 2a works for fl = 1, where
Mul produces a submatrix of A × B directly (no summation is
required), and passes this submatrix to Add in the same job (one
tile at a time) to be added to the corresponding submatrix of C.
The physical plan template in Figure 2b works in the general case
of fl > 1 and requires two jobs. The first job multiplies submatrices from A and B, and writes fl intermediate matrices, where
(i,j)
the k-th intermediate matrix Tk consists of submatrics Tk
=
(i,k)
(k,j)
A
×B
; each instance of Mul is responsible for one submatrix in one of the intermediate matrices. The second job computes
Pfl
( k=1
Tk ) + C; each instance of Add reads corresponding tiles
from T1 , . . . , Tk , C, adds them, and writes an output tile.
A Closer Look at Mul So far, our discussion of Mul has remained at a high level; next, we discuss how two input submatrices A(i,k) and B(k,j) are actually multiplied. There are many
options, with different performance tradeoffs. We begin with two
options illustrated in Figure 4. 1) The most straightforward option
is to read two submatrices entirely into memory and multiply them
using a highly tuned BLAS library. This option has good CPU utilization but also high memory requirement. The amount of memory
available to each slot limits the size of the submatrices that can be
multiplied without thrashing. 2) Another option, aimed at reducing memory requirement, is to read one submatrix in memory and
stream in the other one in a specific order tile by tile. Say A(i,k) is
read and buffered in memory. Conceptually, each column of output
tiles is produced by multiplying A(i,k) with each column of tiles
in B(k,j) . To this end, we reserve memory for a column of output
tiles, and stream in tiles of B(k,j) in column-major order. The p-th
tile in the current column of B(k,j) would be multiplied with the
p-th column of tiles in A(i,k) and accumulated into the column of
output tiles. While this option has a lower memory requirement,
its multiplications are performed in a more piecemeal fashion, so it
tends to result in lower CPU utilization than the first option.
There actually exist a range of options between the two above.
Besides the split factors fm , fl , fn , which control the dimensions
of submatrices to be multiplied, Mul also includes parameters that
further specify the input submatrix to buffer in memory and the
granularity of streaming the other submatrix as “sub-submatrices.”
These parameters provide a smooth tradeoff between CPU utilization and memory requirement. The first option above is the case
where B(k,j) has just one sub-submatrix; the second option is where
the sub-submatrices are tiles. Further details are omitted.

MaskMul Besides improving standard physical operators (e.g.,
making Mul more flexible and allowing Add to take multiple inputs), we have also found the need to introduce new operators in
order to capture efficient execution strategies for complex expressions. MaskMul is one such example.
To motivate, consider Line 3 of PLSI (Algorithm 1), where a
large, but very sparse, matrix O is element-wise divided by the
equally large result of a chain of dense matrix multiplies. With standard matrix operators, we will be forced to fully evaluate the expensive dense matrix multiplies. A well-known trick in hand-coded
PLSI implementations is to exploit the sparsity in O to avoid full
dense matrix multiplies: if a particular element of O is 0, there is no
need to compute the corresponding element in the result of multiplies, because element-wise divide would have returned 0 anyway.
Therefore, we introduce a new physical operator, MaskMul (for
masked matrix multiply). In addition to input matrices A and B to
be multiplied, MaskMul receives a “mask” in the form of a sparse
matrix M to be element-wise multiplied or divided by A × B.
Execution of MaskMul is driven by the non-zero elements in M.
Conceptually, we multiply row i of A with column j of B only if
mi,j 6= 0. Details are omitted because of space constraints.2
As we will see in Section 6.1, MaskMul can improve performance dramatically. In particular, it speeds up Line 3 of PLSI (Algorithm 1) by more than an order of magnitude (Figure 11).
Need for Automatic Optimization From the discussion of physical operators, it is clear that we want automatic optimization of
matrix-based data analysis programs. Even for simple programs
with the most basic matrix operations, there are many choices to be
made. For example, for Figure 2, should we choose two jobs, or one
job with potentially suboptimal split factors? For matrix multiply,
what are the best choices of split factors and streaming granularity? Depending on sparsity, should we use Mul or MaskMul? Some
of these choices are related to each other, and to hardware provisioning and configuration settings that affect number of tasks (and
split size per task), memory, CPU utilization, relative costs of CPU
and I/O, etc. Making these choices manually may be infeasible,
error-prone, or simply not cost-effective.
Implementation in Hadoop Our discussion so far only assumes
generic storage and execution platforms. While this generality is
by design—as we want Cumulon to be able to work with a variety
of alternative platforms in the future—our current implementation
of Cumulon is based on Hadoop and HDFS, which allows us to
readily leverage its features, flexibility, and ecosystem of tools and
users. We now describe this implementation, highlighting how it
departs from the traditional MapReduce-based usage of Hadoop.
We use HDFS for distributed matrix storage. A matrix is stored
using one or more data files in HDFS. Tiles of a matrix written
by the same task go into the same data file. For each matrix, we
also store metadata (including information such as dimension and
sparsity) and index (which maps the position of a tile to a data file
and the offset and length therein) in HDFS. Additional details are
omitted because of space constraints.
Each Cumulon job is implemented as a map-only Hadoop job.
Cumulon slots correspond to Hadoop map slots (we do not have reduce slots because we never use the reduce phase). Unlike MapRe2 Although the optimization enabled by MaskMul is reminiscent of “pushing
selections down through a join” in databases, it cannot be achieved in our
context using just rewrite rules involving standard matrix operators. The
reason is that the mask cannot be pushed below the multiply to its input
matrices—unless the mask has rows or columns consisting entirely of zeros, every element of the input matrices will be needed by some non-zero
element of the mask. Thus, we need the new operator MaskMul to handle
this non-standard filtering of computation.

duce, a map task does not receive input as key-value pairs; instead,
it simply gets specifications of the input splits it is responsible for,
and reads directly from HDFS as needed. In-memory dense matrix
multiplies call a (multi-threaded) JBLAS library. Each map task
also writes all its output to HDFS; there is no shuffling.
For example, Figure 5 illustrates how Cumulon implements the
physical plan template in Figure 2b with Hadoop and HDFS. Contrasting with SystemML’s use of Hadoop in Figure 3, we see that
Cumulon is simpler, more flexible (e.g., by supporting any choice
of split factors), and has less overhead (by avoiding map tasks that
do nothing but route and replicate data). These advantages will be
confirmed by experiments in Section 6. Section 6.1 will also compare with another possible implementation of Cumulon on Hadoop
that use reduce tasks (to get fewer jobs); we will see that the maponly approach described here works better.

4

Cost-Based Optimization

Overview We now turn to cost-based optimization of deployment
plans for matrix-based data analysis in the cloud. Given a physical plan template L—recall from Section 2 that Cumulon obtains
possible L’s from the original logical plan through rewrites and
translation—we would like to find a deployment plan for L that
is optimal in terms of completion time and total (monetary) cost.
Recall that a deployment plan for L is a tuple hL, O, P, Qi, where
O represents the physical operator parameter settings, P represents
the hardware provisioning settings, and Q represents the configuration settings. Let T(·) and C(·) denote the completion time and
cost of a deployment plan, respectively. In this paper, we focus on:
minimizeO,P,Q C(hL, O, P, Qi) s.t. T(hL, O, P, Qi) ≤ Tmax ;
i.e., minimizing cost given a completion time constraint (Tmax ).
Other problem formulations may also be appropriate (e.g., minimizing time given a cost budget, or finding all Pareto-optimal plans);
techniques in this section can be extended to these formulations.
We currently make two simplifying assumptions. First, while
we support intra-job parallelism (i.e., we execute each job using
parallel tasks), we do not consider inter-job parallelism (i.e., two
jobs cannot execute at the same time even if they are not dependent
on each other). Second, at any point during the execution of a job,
the cluster is homogeneous (i.e., consisting of identical machines).
What partially compensates for these limitations is our support for
dynamic cluster switching between jobs. Thus, the cluster can be
heterogeneous across jobs and over time.
Hadoop and Amazon EC2 Currently, Cumulon is implemented
on top of Hadoop and targets deployment on Amazon EC2. Under
this setting, we can spell out the components P and Q of a deployment plan. P specifies, for each job, the type and number (N ) of
machines to reserve on EC2; a change in either type or number of
machines across adjacent jobs implies cluster switching. Q specifies the Hadoop/HDFS configuration settings for each job. From
our experience, the most relevant setting with a significant impact
on plan performance is the number of map slots (S) per machine;
we will therefore focus on this setting. Appropriate values for other
settings can either be derived using S (such as memory available
for each task) or chosen in ways independent from particular plans
(such as HDFS block size).
For EC2, the monetary cost of a cluster is calculated by multiplying the hourly per-machine rate for the cluster type, the number
of machines in the cluster, and the number of hours (rounded up
to the nearest integer) that the cluster is in use. In this paper, we
simplify the cost function by assuming no rounding up, as we estimate expected costs anyway. It is straightforward to extend our
techniques to work with rounding and other billing schemes.
Next, we discuss how to estimate the completion time and cost

of a deployment plan (Section 4.1), and how to search the space of
feasible plans for the optimal one (Section 4.2). Although much of
the discussion will be specific to Hadoop and EC2, our technique
should be applicable to other scenarios as well.

4.1

Time and Cost Estimation

On EC2, the total completion time and cost of a deployment plan
come from the following sources: 1) running Hadoop jobs; 2) cluster initialization; 3) cluster switching; 4) data ingress/egress. (1) is
the most significant source and will be the emphasis of this section.
Time and cost for (2), (3), and (4) are relatively easier to estimate.
(2) and (3) depend on the size and type of the clusters involved. (3)
and (4) depend the amount of data transferred. For (3), the matrices
that need to be copied to the new cluster can be obtained via live
variable analysis. For (4), the cost depends on the method used for
data ingress/egress. Currently we assume that all input/output data
of a program reside on Amazon EBS, but other methods and cost
functions can be plugged in. For (2), (3), and (4), we will not go
into additional details because of space constraints.
Since the cost of running a Hadoop job on EC2 can be readily
calculated from the completion time, we will focus on estimating
the expected completion time of a job in this section. Our overall
approach is to build a model for job completion time using data
collected from benchmarking and simulation. Since the number
of possible settings of L, O, P, and Q is huge, we cannot afford
a single high-dimensional model; instead, we decompose it into
components and build each component separately. In the remainder of subsection, we first discuss how to estimate completion time
of individual tasks (Section 4.1.1) by modeling computation and
network I/O separately, and then how to estimate job completion
time from task completion time (Section 4.1.2).
Several challenges differentiate cost estimation in Cumulon from
non-cloud, database settings. First, cardinality estimation, key in
databases, is a not an issue in our setting because the dimensions
of matrices (even intermediate ones) are easy to derive at compile
time. Instead, the closest analogy in our setting is estimation of
matrix sparsity, which affects the cost of sparse matrix operations.
Second, in matrix-based computation, CPU accounts for a significant fraction of the total running time, so unlike the database setting, we cannot count only I/O (in our case, network I/O). Third,
performance uncertainty that arises from parallel execution in the
cloud makes estimation especially challenging. For example, we
need to model how variance among individual task completion times
affects the overall job completion time (even if we care only about
its average). Finally, we note that accurate cost modeling of arbitrary statistical computing workloads is extremely difficult, because
it entails predicting data- and analysis-dependent convergence properties. Techniques in this section aim at predicting “per-iteration”
time and cost instead of the number of iterations; Section 5 discusses how Cumulon handles this challenge pragmatically.

4.1.1

Estimating Task Completion Time

We estimate the running time of a task as the sum of three components: computation, network I/O (from/to the distributed matrix
store), and task initialization. The simplicity of this approach stems
from the simplicity of the Cumulon execution model, which gives
map tasks direct control of their I/O and eliminates the reduce phase
and shuffling. Task initialization is a fixed overhead given a slot and
is easy to estimate; we focus on computation and network I/O next.
Estimating Computation Time of a Task Recall that a task consists of a DAG of physical operators. We build a model of computation time for each operator and compose (add) them into a model
for the task. A possible approach is to analytically derive a FLOP
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(floating-point operations) count model for each operator, but we
have found that FLOP counts alone do not lead to an accurate estimate of computation time. For example, a JBLAS implementation
of matrix multiply is easily orders-of-magnitude faster than handcoded loops, despite the same FLOP counts; a sparse matrix multiply is much slower than a dense one with the same FLOP count.
Therefore, we build a model for each operator by benchmarking.
In general, the model inputs include machine type, number of
slots per machine, operator parameter settings, input split size, and
input sparsity. There is no need to consider the number of machines
in the cluster because computation is local. For some operators, the
model can be pared down further. For example, for dense matrix
Mul, we only need to benchmark for combinations of machine type,
number of slots, and dimensions of sub-submatrices it chooses to
multiply-accumulate each time using JBLAS. Then, the computation time of the whole Mul operator can be computed by multiplying the estimated time per JBLAS call by the number of such calls,
which can be easily and analytically derived from the input split
size, split factors, and granularity of streaming (recall Section 3.2).
Instead of benchmarking every possible setting of model inputs,
we sample the space of feasible settings. For example, for Mul, machine type and number of slots limit the amount of memory available to each slot, and in turn bounds the sizes of sub-submatrices,
which we additionally constrain to be integral multiples of tile sizes.
The number of slots is also naturally limited on a given machine
type; it makes no sense to allot a large number of slots on a machine
with few cores because matrix computation is CPU-intensive. We
repeat the benchmark for each setting multiple times; beside the
mean, the sample variance will also be useful later (Section 4.1.2).
Estimates for unseen settings are obtained using interpolation from
neighboring benchmarked settings.
Though this approach is simple, we have found it very effective
so far, both for highly predictable dense matrix operators, and for
sparse matrix operators where the distribution of non-zero entries
is random enough with respect to how input is split—this case happens, for example, to our PLSI program because when it generates
O, it orders documents and words randomly (by their hashes). Future work is needed to better model the impact of skew in sparsity;
new models can be readily incorporated into Cumulon.

it depends on the machine type, number of slots per machine (S),
and number of machines (N ). Reads and writes need to be modeled differently. Because of space constraints, we focus on reads
here. In our setting, some reads may be local because some HDFS
blocks (or replicas thereof) may happen to reside on machines reading them. For each machine type and S, we benchmark local and
−1
remote reads. Let vr.local
denote the inverse speed (seconds per MB
−1
transferred) of local reads, and let vr.remote
denote the inverse speed
−1
of remote reads. Given a machine type and S, we estimate vr.local
−1
as a constant and vr.remote
an affine function of N from the bench−1
mark results. (It turns out that a larger N slows down vr.remote
, but
the effect is small.) We then estimate the inverse read speed vr−1
−1
−1
+ (N − γ)vr.remote
), where γ is the HDFS replication
as N1 (γvr.local
γ
factor. Intuitively, /N is the probability that a read is local. Again,
just like for computation time, we also derive a variance estimate
for v −1 from sample variances obtained from benchmarking.
Figure 6 compares our model predictions with actual times per
unit of data read/written by a dense matrix multiply program. A
total of 108 actual measurements are plotted (60 of which are from
multiplying two 6k × 6k matrices, and 48 are from multiplying a
4k × 8k matrix with an 8k × 8k one). The read/write models are
each trained using 22 data points (disjoint from the 108 above) obtained by benchmarking the multiplication of 6k×6k matrices. The
figure shows that our models are quite effective, with coefficients
of determination 0.92 (for reads) and 0.91 (for writes).
Putting It Together To estimate the expected completion time
of a task, we add our estimates for the three components: computation, I/O, and task initialization. Figure 7 shows our estimate to be
fairly consistent with the actual average task completion time for
dense matrix multiply, over a wide range of cluster sizes. In this
figure, each of the 40 data points plotted represents the measured
average task completion for a test run (not used for training models). To obtain the variance in task completion time (which will
be needed in Section 4.1.2 for estimating expected job completion
time), we assume that the three component times are uncorrelated,
and simply add their variances. The variance for the I/O time component is derived by scaling the standard deviation (root of variance) in v −1 (in seconds per MB) by the I/O volume (in MB).

Estimating Network I/O Time per Task Modeling of network
I/O time is quite different from modeling computation. First, the
average I/O speed depends on the size of the cluster (see Figure 6
for an example). Second, the total I/O volume is a reasonable
predictor for I/O time (unlike FLOP count for computation time).
Therefore, we estimate the total I/O volume per task, model time
per unit I/O, and multiply them to obtain the I/O time estimate.
The total I/O volume per task is the sum of the I/O volume for
each of its operators, which can be analytically derived from input
split size, input sparsity, and relevant operator parameters settings.
To model the time per unit I/O, or inverse speed v −1 , we note that

Before presenting our approach to estimating job completion time,
we start by discussing a strawman approach and a previous approach by ARIA [23]. Let q denote the number of tasks in a job
(which can be derived from the input split size and total input size),
and let µ denote the mean task completion time. Note that the total
number of slots available for executing these tasks is N S.
Strawman With the strawman approach, we simply compute the
number of waves as dq/N S e, and multiply it by µ to get the expected
job completion time. If this approach works, we should see, as
depicted by the plot for strawman in Figure 8, lots of jaggedness
in the completion times (and hence costs) of a given job when N

4.1.2

Estimating Job Completion Time

varies. Here, since each task remains the same, its completion time
changes little with N . As N increases, dq/N S e does not decrease
smoothly; it decreases only at specific “breakpoints” of N . Thus,
by this model, job completion time dips only at these points and
remains flat otherwise; cost dips at the same points but goes up
(because we get charged by N ) otherwise. However, the actual job
completion time/cost behavior, also shown in Figure 8, is smoother.
This discrepancy can be explained by the variance in task completion times and the behavior of the task scheduler. Suppose that
the last wave has just a few remaining tasks. If every task takes
exactly µ time, the job completion time will indeed be µ times the
number of waves. However, because the variance in task completions, some slots will finish earlier, and the scheduler will assign
the remaining tasks to them; thus, the last wave may complete under µ. Overall, the variance in task completion times actually make
the job completion time behavior smoother over N .
ARIA ARIA [23] characterizes task completion times by the observed average, minimum, and maximum among past runs of the
same exact task. From these quantities, ARIA analytically derives
an lower bound and an upper bound for job completion time. Figure 8 shows how these bounds translate to bounds on job cost (here
ARIA is given 100 observations). ARIA estimates the expected job
time/cost to be the average of the lower/upper bounds. From Figure 8, we see that the bounds are quite loose; although their average
matches the general trend in actual job costs, it is too smooth and
fails to capture the variations—its root-mean-square error (relative
to actual average job costs) is 0.0189 (compared with 0.0078 for
our approach). Also, ARIA’s analytical bounds do not consider different custom scheduler behaviors, which are possible in Hadoop.
Our Approach To account for the effect of variance (denoted σ 2 )
in task completion times, Cumulon models job completion time as
a function of q, N S, and µ as well as σ 2 . Specifically, the function
NS
− α( σµ )) · β( σµ )). Intuitively,
has form µ(dq/N S e + ( q mod
NS
the number of waves is adjusted by a fraction that accounts for
σ 2 and the scheduler behavior. We take a simulation-based approach to support custom scheduler behavior. Given q, N S, and
σ/µ, we draw task completion times from a truncated Gaussian
with (1, (σ/µ)2 ), and simulate the scheduler to obtain the expected
job time. Using simulation results, we fit α( σµ ) and β( σµ ) as lowdegree polynomials. As Figure 8 shows, this approach models the
job costs best, capturing both general trends and local variations.
To summarize, starting with models for components of the individual task completion times, we have shown, step by step, how to
accurately estimate expected costs of jobs. Capturing the variance
in task completion times is crucial in our approach. In this paper we
have focused on predicting expected job costs; further quantifying
the error variance would be a natural next step.

4.2

Search Strategy

Having seen how to estimate expected completion time and cost of
a deployment plan, we now discuss how to solve the optimization
problem posed at the beginning of this section:
minimizeO,P,Q C(hL, O, P, Qi) s.t. T(hL, O, P, Qi) ≤ Tmax .
As Section 6.2 will demonstrate with experiments, it is necessary
to jointly consider operator parameter settings as well as hardware
provisioning and configuration settings. The main challenge addressed in this section is how to cope with the large search space.
Establishing the Range of Cluster Sizes The number of machines (N ) is a parameter in P with a potentially large range. We
can narrow down this range by making two observations. For a
given job running on a cluster with a particular machine type: 1) as
we decrease N , the job’s best possible expected completion time
cannot decrease; 2) we can find a function č(N ) that lower-bounds

the expected cost of the job on a cluster of size N , such that č(N )
is non-decreasing in N . Both observations are intuitive. (1) states
that a job cannot run slower with more resources. While not always
true for extremely large values of N (where the overhead of distribution could make a job run slower), the observation will likely
hold in the range of N we actually consider in practice (unless we
are given unreasonably tight Tmax ). As for (2), while cost may not
always increase with N , the general trend is increasing (as exemplified by Figure 8) as the overhead of parallelization kicks in. Our
model of job time in Section 4.1.2 allows us to derive č(N + 1)
after searching the deployment plans for a cluster of size N (details
omitted because of space constraints).
Given an upper bound on completion time, (1) naturally leads to
a lower bound Ň on N for meeting the completion time constraint.
Using a procedure optO,Q (see Algorithm 2 for pseudocode) that
finds the optimal deployment plan given L and P, Cumulon finds
lower bound Ň efficiently by performing an exponential search in
N , using O(log Ň ) calls to optO,Q .
Given an upper bound on cost, (2) naturally leads to an upper
bound on N required for beating the given cost. Starting from the
lower bound on N found earlier, we can examine each successive
N , which involves calling optO,Q with this N , until č(N + 1) (obtained as a by-product of the optO,Q call) exceeds the given cost.
Searching for Plans Without Cluster Switching We are now
ready to describe the algorithm optO,P,Q (Algorithm 2) for finding
the optimal deployment plan for L without cluster switching. The
idea is simple. For each machine type, we establish the range of
relevant cluster sizes as described earlier—the time constraint is
given; the cost constraint is given by the best plan found so far,
because any plan with a higher cost need not be considered.
The innermost loop of optO,P,Q calls optO,Q . Since optO,Q is
given a cluster of fixed type and size, optO,Q can optimize each job
j ∈ L independently. Currently, we use a straightforward method
to find the optimal O and Q for each j. We loop through possible values of S (which are naturally capped by a small multiple of
the number of cores per machine, because our programs are CPUintensive), and, for each S, sample the space of feasible operator
parameter settings such that the total memory required by j’s operators does not exceed a slot’s available memory. As mentioned earlier, we also extend this method to compute a cost lower bound for
a cluster of the same type and size N + 1 (details omitted). Finally,
optO,Q returns the optimal O and Q for L, which consists of the
optimal settings for each job in L. Although simple, this method
is fast enough in practice, because each job tends not to have many
operators (see Section 6.2 for some optimization time numbers).
The modular design of Cumulon’s optimization algorithm allows
more sophisticated methods to be plugged in if needed.
Searching for Plans with Cluster Switching Cluster switching
blows up the already big search space by another factor exponential in the number of jobs in the program. Therefore, we have
to resort to heuristics. We conjecture that the for real programs,
there likely exist near-optimal deployment plans that do not switch
clusters many times. One reason is that switching incurs considerable overhead. Another reason is that real programs often contain
a few steps whose costs are dominating; it might make sense to
switch clusters for these steps, but additional switching between
other steps will unlikely result in significant overall improvement.
Operating under this assumption, we search the plan space by
first considering plans with no switches (using optO,P,Q described
above), and then those with one more switch in each successive iteration. This prioritization allows the search to be terminated when
optimization runs out of time, and ensures that the most promising
plans are considered first.

Algorithm 2: Optimizing deployment plan with no cluster switching.
optO,Q (L, P): L: physical plan template;
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P: type and number of machines in the cluster.
returns: deployment plan with lowest cost for given L and P;
if two return values are expected, the second lower-bounds the cost
on larger clusters of the same type (details omitted).
O, Q ← ∅, ∅;
foreach job j ∈ L do
Cbest , Sbest , Obest = ∞, ⊥, ⊥;
foreach reasonable slot number per machine S do
foreach feasible setting O of j’s operator parameters do
if C(hj, O, P, (S)i) < Cbest then
Cbest , Sbest , Obest = C(hj, O, P, (S)i), S, O;
O ← O ∪ {(j, Obest )}; Q ← Q ∪ {(j, Sbest )};

9 return hL, O, P, Qi;

optO,P,Q (L, Tmax ): L: physical plan template;
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Tmax : maximum completion time.
returns: lowest-cost deployment plan for L that runs under Tmax .
Cmax , Dbest ← ∞, ⊥;
foreach machine type m do
N ← min{N | C(optO,Q (L, (m, N )) ≤ Tmax } by exponential
search;
repeat
D, č ← optO,Q (L, (m, N ));
if C(D) < Cmax then Cmax , Dbest ← C(D), D;
;
until č ≥ Cmax ;

9 return Dbest ;

Very briefly, the algorithm for searching for the optimal plan with
x switches works by partitioning jobs in L into x+1 groups, where
cluster switching takes place on partition boundaries. Once a plan
is chosen for a partition, its time and cost update the time/cost budgets available to remaining partitions, which restrict the search for
their plans. Details are omitted because of space constraints.

5

Other Issues

Iterative Programs For simplicity of presentation, we have not
yet discussed loops. Cumulon supports a loop construct in the
workflow of jobs. It is intended for iterative programs (not for
writing low-level, C-style loops that implements matrix multiply,
for example). As mentioned in Section 4.1, cost estimation for iterative programs is very difficult, because convergence depends on
factors ranging from input characteristics (e.g., condition numbers
of matrices) to starting conditions (e.g., warm vs. cold).
Cumulon takes a pragmatic approach in this regard. We focus on
predicting the per-iteration time and cost of an iterative program.
For short loop bodies (such as PLSI), we first unroll it to enable
more optimization opportunities. The user can either reason with
this per-iteration “rate” produced by Cumulon, or specify the desired number of iterations to get the overall cost. In practice, this
limitation is not severe, because users often start with trial runs until
they understand the convergence properties on full datasets. An interesting direction of future work is to look for cases where we can
do more, e.g., when factors affecting convergence are understood
and can be efficiently computed without running the program.
Coping with Performance Variance In Section 4.1.2, we have
shown how to deal with variance in task completion time, which
can result from transient behaviors or self-interference among tasks,
and affect our prediction of expected job completion time. But this
step is only a beginning. Performance uncertainty can arise for
many reasons. It can stem from our optimizer’s incomplete or inaccurate knowledge of the input properties: e.g., whether and where
non-zero entries are clustered in a sparse matrix. In a cloud setting,

for a (virtual) machine of given type, a cloud provider may assign
an AMD instead of an Intel CPU, which affects the performance of
linear algebra libraries. Depending on where the provisioned machines are located in the provider’s data center, the network characteristics may vary. Performance can also be impacted by other
virtual machines running on the same physical machine, and by
other workloads sharing the same physical network.
While Cumulon is far from sophisticated in tackling performance
variance from such sources, it offers a practical guard against wrong
decision with its runtime monitoring support. When a deployment
plan is executing, Cumulon monitors its performance and alerts the
user as soon as it detects potentially significant deviations from the
optimizer’s time and cost predictions, e.g., when the first iteration
takes much longer than expected. Upon receiving an alert, the user
may decide to cancel the deployment to avoid sinking more money.
As future work, we plan to investigate the possibility of dynamic
reoptimization using data collected during ongoing execution.

6

Experiments

Our experiments are conducted on Amazon EC2. We consider the
EC2 machine types listed in Table 1, and use the published rates
(but without rounding up usage hours). The HDFS block size is
32MB; Cumulon’s tiles have the same size by default (equivalent
of a 2048 × 2048 dense double matrix). HDFS replication factor
is set to 3 or the cluster size (N ), whichever is smaller. These
configuration settings do impact performance and reliability, but
unlike the number of slots per machine (S), their choices are far less
dependent on particular Cumulon programs. We have found these
settings to work well for all workloads we tested, and therefore we
do not include them in Q for plan optimization.
We use a variety of programs to evaluate Cumulon. 1) Matrix
multiplies with varying dimensions and sparsity allow us to experiment with different input characteristics. 2) RSVD-1, introduced
in Section 1, is the dominating step in a randomized SVD algorithm. 3) GNMF-1, also used by SystemML [8] for evaluation,
is an expensive step in one iteration of the popular Gaussian NonNegative Matrix Factorization algorithm. 4) PLSI-1 is Line 3 in
Algorithm 1, an expensive step in a PLSI iteration. 5) PLSI-full is
a Hadoop program consisting of a non-Cumulon part, which downloads and preprocesses documents into the word-document matrix
O, followed by a Cumulon part, which performs PLSI on O.

6.1

Execution Engine and Physical Operators

We now demonstrate the advantages of the executions strategies enabled by Cumulon’s flexible model and physical operators as well
as their efficient implementation on top of Hadoop/HDFS. Here,
we focus on showing how, given a cluster, our approach achieves
faster running time (and hence lower cost).
Comparison with SystemML First, we compare Cumulon with
SystemML using a number of matrix multiply programs with varying sizes, shape, and sparsity. Their running times on the same
cluster, broken down by jobs and phases, are shown in Figure 9.
For SystemML, the number of map slots and that of reduce slots are
always 2, and we choose the faster one of their RMM and CPMM
strategies for each program. For Cumulon, we use the deployment
plans picked by Cumulon; the number of (map) slots is also always
2. Table 2 shows the input dimensions and the split factors ended
up being used by SystemML and Cumulon.
For Cumulon, we omit streaming granularity settings (Section 3.2)
here and in subsequent discussion; in most cases choosing this
granularity to be a tile works best, as CPU under-utilization can
be compensated with a large enough S.
From Figure 9, we see that Cumulon is significantly faster than
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A (m × l)
B (l × n)
if sparse, sparsity shown in parentheses
24k × 24k
24k × 24k
1 × 100k
100k × 100k
100 × 100k
100k × 100k
160k × 100
100 × 160k
100 × 20000k
20000k × 100
200k × 200k (0.1)
200k × 1000
1000k × 1000k (0.01)
1000k × 1

SystemML
Cumulon
split factors fm , fl , fn
8, 1, 8
4, 4, 4
1, 1, 50
1, 10, 10
1, 1, 50
1, 10, 10
8, 1, 8
8, 1, 8
1, 80, 1
1, 80, 1
100, 1, 1
10, 10, 1
100, 1, 1
10, 10, 1

Table 2: Choices of split factors by SystemML and Cumulon for A × B.
SystemML (and hence proportionally cheaper in terms of monetary cost), for all but one program (#4). For #4, the two inputs are
small and shaped like column and row vectors, where SystemML’s
RMM strategy happens to use the same (optimal) split factors as
Cumulon; thus the two have comparable performance.
Two factors attribute to Cumulon’s advantage: 1) Cumulon’s
map tasks do more useful work than SystemML’s; 2) SystemML’s
choices of split factors are severely limited. We examine these factors in isolation later when discussing Figures 10 and 12.
More Complex Workflows and Advantage of MaskMul Figure 11 compares SystemML and Cumulon on two workflows, GNMF1 and PLSI-1, on the same cluster. For PLSI-1, m = 3375104,
n = 131151, k = 100. GNMF-1 computes H ◦ (H| × V) ◦/
(W| × W × H), where H is k × m, V is n × m, and W is n × k
as in PLSI-1. There are two map slots per machine, and for SystemML, also two reduce slots. SystemML uses 5 full MapReduce
jobs for GNMF-1, and 1 for PLSI-1; in contrast, Cumulon uses 4
and 1 map-only jobs, respectively. From Figure 11, we see that
advantages of Cumulon carry over to more complex workflows.
Figure 11 further compares two plans for PLSI-1 in Cumulon:
one that does not use the MaskMul operator (recall Section 3.2) and
one that uses it. We see that performance improvement enabled by
MaskMul is dramatic (more than an order of magnitude), further
widening the lead over SystemML.3
Comparison with Other Hadoop-Based Implementations Going beyond SystemML, we examine more broadly how to implement matrix multiply with general split factors on top of Hadoop.
We compare three options. 1) Cumulon: Two map-only jobs, where
the first multiplies and the second adds. 2) Pure MapReduce: Two
map-reduce jobs, where the map tasks in the first job simply replicate and shuffle input to reduce tasks to be multiplied, like in SystemML. Unlike SystemML, however, flexible choices of split factors are allowed, so the second job may be required for adding.
(This option enables us to study the impact of different uses of map
tasks in isolation from the effect of different split factors.) 3) Cumulon+reduce: One full map-reduce job, where the map tasks read
directly from HDFS to multiply, like Cumulon; however, the results
are shuffled to reduce tasks to be added.
Figure 10 compares the running times of these options in the
same cluster, as well as settings of split factors and number of
slots (optimized for respective options). First, we see that pure
MapReduce incurs a significant amount of pure overhead in its map
tasks; in contrast, other options’ map tasks perform all multiplications. Second, the map-only approach of Cumulon allows it to
focus all resources on map tasks, without the overhead and interference caused by having to shuffle to reduce tasks. For example,
because of resource contention, Cumulon+reduce is forced to allocate 3 map slots for multiplication (vs. 4 for Cumulon) and use
bigger split factors (which lead to more I/O). Also, general sortingbased shuffling supported by Hadoop is an overkill for routing data
to matrix operators, who know exactly which tiles they need. Thus,
3 In more detail, MaskMul is applied to the second multiply (between C×E
and B| ) under ◦/. This second multiply is where the bulk of the computation is—recall that C is m × k, E is k × k, B| is k × n, and m, n  k.

in spite of the fact that writes to HDFS are slower than to local disks
(for shuffling), Cumulon’s approach of passing data through HDFS
between map-only jobs is the better option.

6.2

Deployment Plan Space and Optimization

We begin with experiments that reveal the complexity of the search
space and motivate the need for jointly optimizing settings of operator parameters (O), hardware provisioning (P), and configuration (Q). These experiments also exercise the Cumulon optimizer.
Then, we see examples of how Cumulon helps users make deployment decisions and works with a program with non-matrix Hadoop
components. We also explore plans with cluster switching.
Impact of Operator Parameter and Configuration Settings We
show that even if we are given a fixed cluster, different O and Q settings can have a big impact on performance. Figure 12 compares
a number of deployment plans for a dense matrix multiply on the
same cluster, while the number of slots per machine (S) varies.
For each S setting, we consider the plan with the optimal O (split
factors) for this S, as well as a plan with same split factors as SystemML’s RMM (which requires fl = 1). However, this latter plan
is implemented in Cumulon and does not carry the overhead of SystemML’s pure MapReduce implementation. (Thus, this plan helps
reveal the impact of SystemML’s suboptimal split factor choices in
isolation from the overhead of its restricted use of map tasks.)
From Figure 12 we make two observations. First, poor choices of
O and P lead to poor performance; e.g., the second plan for S = 1
is nearly three times more expensive than the optimal plan with
S = 6. Second, the choices of O and P are interrelated. As S increases, memory available to each slot decreases, which obviously
limits the input split size. However, the effect of S on the optimal
split factors is more intricate than simply scaling them proportionally to make splits fit in memory, as we can see from Figure 12.
Also note that the optimal S setting in general is not the number
of cores per machine (8 in this case). One of the reasons is that
JBLAS, which we use for submatrix multiply, is multi-threaded, so
even a smaller S can fully utilize the CPU; overcommitting hurts
performance. In this case, automatic cost-based optimization works
much more reliably than general rules of thumb.
Impact of Machine Type Next, we see how machine types influence optimality of deployment plans. Figure 13 explores various
plans for dense matrix multiply on a 20-machine cluster of four
types. There are four “base” plans, each optimized for one type.
As the legend shows, they have rather different O and Q settings.
Figure 13 also shows what happens if one simply “retools” a plan
optimized for one machine type for another. In particular, if the
target machine type does not have enough memory run this plan,
we lower the plan’s S setting so that it can run without thrashing.
This retooling is not always feasible; e.g., Plan 4, optimized for
m1.xlarge, cannot be retooled for m1.small and c1.medium. In general, retooled plans are suboptimal, and in some cases (e.g., Plan 1
retooled for c1.xlarge) can incur twice as much cost as the optimal.4
Impact of Cluster Size Even if we fix the machine type, optimal
settings for O and Q will change as we vary the cluster size N .
In Figure 14, we consider RSVD-1 on increasing large clusters of
c1.xlarge machines. First, we find Plan 1 as the best for N = 1, and
Plan 2 as the best for N = 250. Their O and Q settings are shown
in the legend. We retool the plans for different cluster sizes in a
straightforward way: they simply run with their O and Q settings, so
4 Figure 13 shows monetary cost, not time. As a side note on how to interpret such figures, having the lowest cost (Plan 2 and c1.medium in this
case) may not imply the best deployment plan in the presence of tighter
completion time constraints. Here, Plans 3 and 4 actually complete quicker,
but are costlier because the rates of their machine types are higher.
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Figure 13: Effect of machine type on the cost

configuration settings (split factors and number of
slots per machine) on running time of multiplying
two 48k × 48k dense matrices. The cluster has 10
c1.xlarge machines. The split factors for Mul are
shown on top of the respective bars.

of multiplying two 96k × 96k dense matrices.
N = 20. The legend shows, for each base plan,
its settings of the three split factors and the number (S) of slots per machine. Adjustment to S (if
needed) is shown on top of the respective bar.

work done by each task remains the same, and varying N translates
to varying number of waves. The predicted costs of running these
plans retooled from Plans 1 and 2 are plotted in Figure 14. For
comparison, the figure also plots the predicted cost of the optimal
plan found by our optimizer for every N .
As we can see from the figure, sticking to the same O and Q settings when N changes is suboptimal. Intuitively, Plan 1 performs
more work per task and requires overall fewer tasks, but when N
grows, many slots may idle in the last wave, leading to waste. On
the other hand, Plan 2 has a lot of tasks, which are an overkill and
carry more overhead and I/O when N is small. The optimal settings
of O and Q change with N , and result in lower costs than Plans 1
and 2 (except for the two N ’s they are optimized for).
Since the cost curves in this figure are predicted by Cumulon,
we also conduct a number of actual runs and plot their costs for
comparison. These costs are consistent with our predictions.
Putting It Together We now show how Cumulon can help users
make intelligent deployment decisions by generating Figure 1 seen
earlier in Section 1. The figure visually presents the tradeoff between completion time and monetary cost5 across different machine types, and enables users to ask “what-if” questions with different deadline and budget scenarios. Each data point of a cost
curve is obtained by invoking the Cumulon optimizer to find the
lowest-cost deployment plan for RSVD-1 that completes within the
given time for the given machine type. This plan specifies not only
parameter settings for its physical operators but also the cluster size
and the number of slots per cluster. On a desktop machine with
moderate hardware, it took under a minute to generate the whole
figure (excluding the costs of actual runs for sample data points).
This optimization overhead is well worth the benefit provided by
Figure 1—one actual run can easily take hours to complete.
To see that Cumulon’s cost estimation is effective, we also conducted actual runs for some data points; the results are largely in
5 Cost of data ingress/ogress depends on the setup, and is not shown here.
Assuming Amazon EBS for stable storage, this cost would be no more than
$2 (same for all deployment plans in Figure 1).
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Figure 14: Effect of cluster size on the cost
of RSVD-1 (with l = 2k, m = 200k, n =
200k, k = 5) on c1.xlarge machines. Cost curves
are predicted; costs of actual runs for sample data
points are shown for comparison.

line with the predictions. Additional evaluation of cost estimation
can be found in Figure 14 and figures in Section 4.1.
Cluster Switching and PLSI-Full Finding a simple program that
warrants cluster switching turned out to be difficult. Cluster switching did not bring significant benefit to matrix multiplies, RSVD-1,
GNMF-1, or PLSI-1, or complete versions of the last three algorithms. For example, in complete RSVD, while cluster switching
at the end of RSVD-1 may seem obvious, it actually makes little difference because so little work remains after this dominating
RSVD-1 step. Hence, our experience confirms our conjecture in
Section 4.2 and justifies our approach of prioritizing the search for
plans with few or no switches.
Nonetheless, to test our optimizer’s support for cluster switching, we constructed a synthetic program with two dense matrix
multiplies: the first one is between two 60k × 60k matrices; the
second one is between 400k × 100 and 100 × 400k. Even for this
program, one c1.medium cluster turns out to work well. Things
become more interesting if we assume that c1.medium is no longer
available. Among the remaining four machine types, c1.xlarge is
most suited for the first multiply, while m1.small is best for the second. Our optimizer is able to find that the optimal plan involves a
switch from c1.xlarge to m1.small when Tmax ≥ 1.4 hours. Under
tighter completion time constraints, however, the cost of switching
itself makes it unattractive. We omit the details.
Finally, we consider PLSI-full, which includes both non-matrix
and matrix parts. The second part runs Algorithm 1 (3 iterations)
and is handled by Cumulon. The first part consists of hand-optimized
Hadoop jobs that download a document collection as separate bz2
files (about 13GB total), decompress them, and extract a sample of
text documents (3.5GB) form the collection to prepare a 9460k ×
1095k (with sparsity of 2 × 10−5 ) word-document matrix for the
second part. Since Cumulon is built on top of Hadoop, it is easy to
execute these two parts as a series of Hadoop jobs. While Cumulon
optimizes the second part, we have to manually tune the first.
It turns out that while the first part of PLSI-full prefers a large
number of small machines, the second part prefers fewer but larger

machines. Thus, we select two candidate clusters: C1 , with 20
c1.medium machines, and C2 , with 6 m1.xlarge machines. We
consider three plans: 1) run the entire PLSI-full on C1 ; 2) run the
entire PLSI-full on C2 ; 3) run the first part on C1 , switch to C2 ,
and run the second part. The results are summarized below.
Time (s)
Cost ($)
Plan
Preprocess Switch PLSI Total Preprocess Switch PLSI
C1
10757.5
0
13830 24587.5
9.90
0
12.72
C2
14480.5
0
11712 26192.5 12.51
0
10.12
C1 → C2 10757.5
670 11712 23139.5
9.90
0.58 10.12

Total
22.62
22.63
20.59

Here, cluster switching reduces the cost from $22.62 to $20.59.
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Related Work

A number of recent projects supporting statistical computing on big
data subject scientists and statisticians to new, and in most cases,
lower-level, programming abstractions. RHIPE [9], Ricardo [6],
and Analytics’ R/Hadoop enable R code to invoke Hadoop and vice
versa, but programmers are responsible for parallelization and tuning. Apache Mahout and MADlib [5, 10] offer libraries of statistical analysis routines (for Hadoop and a parallel database system,
respectively). Historically, library-based approaches have been either limited by hard-coded assumptions tied to particular data representations and execution environments, or ridden with knobs that
are difficult to tune for new deployment settings.
Automatic, cost-based optimization is a staple of database systems. Indeed, MADlib leverages a database optimizer to alleviate tuning burden, but database optimizers are often inadequate for
matrix-based workloads. Database-style optimization has also been
applied to general MapReduce systems, e.g., by Starfish [11]. However, such work faces difficult challenges in modeling arbitrary map
and reduce functions. Because Cumulon focuses on matrix-based
programs, we are able to take a white-box approach specialized
for such workloads. SystemML [8] takes an approach similar to
ours, but as we have seen earlier, Cumulon avoids some significant
overheads that SystemML incurs with its MapReduce-based implementation. Furthermore, SystemML only considers optimization
of execution, while Cumulon also jointly considers hardware provisioning and configuration settings.
Automatic resource provisioning has been studied recently for
general MapReduce systems [14, 23, 25, 12]. In contrast to the
black-box workloads that these systems face, we focus on declaratively specified statistical workloads, which lead us to a different
challenges and opportunities as we have shown in this paper.
On a high level, we share the goal of making big-data analytics easier with many recent systems. For example, projects such
as SciDB [2] are rebuilding entire systems from the ground up for
specific workload types. Targeting graph mining, PEGASUS [15]
implements generalized iterated matrix-vector multiply efficiently
on Hadoop. RIOT [24] and RevoScaleR focus on making statistical computing workloads in R I/O-efficient; pR [16] automatically parallelizes function calls and loops in R. Pig [17], Hive [20],
and SciHadoop [4] are examples of higher-level languages and execution plan generators for MapReduce systems. Our work goes
beyond these systems by addressing important usability issues of
automatic hardware provisioning and configuration.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented Cumulon, a system that simplifies both the development and deployment of matrix-based data analysis programs
in the cloud. We have shown how pure MapReduce is a poor fit
for such workloads, and demonstrated how Cumulon’s flexible execution model, new operators, and unconventional implementation
on top of Hadoop/HDFS together provide significant performance
improvements over existing Hadoop-based systems for statistical

data analysis. We have motivated the need for automatic and joint
optimization of not only physical operators and their parameter settings, but also hardware provisioning and configuration settings in
the cloud. We have shown how a suite of benchmarking, simulation, modeling, and search techniques provide effective cost-based
optimization over this vast space of possibilities.
We have already pointed out a number of directions for future
work throughout this paper, such as more sophisticated handling
of performance variance, exposing variance in cost estimation to
users, and dynamic reoptimization. We also plan to consider the
HPC offerings by Amazon EC2 and intelligently choose between
HPC- and Hadoop/HDFS-based implementations. While we currently focus on addressing an individual user’s need, it will be nice
to extend Cumulon to optimize, schedule, and provision for workloads of multiple users programs in a shared cluster setting. Going
a step further, it would be interesting to see, from a cloud provider’s
perspective, how a better understanding of matrix-based workloads
can help in deciding what machine types to offer to support such
workloads, and how to price these machine types sensibly.
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